No tablet? No problem!

You can use any wifi-enabled device to setup ALEX: your laptop, tablet, or even smartphone as long as you can choose between different wifi networks.

As simple as 1-2-3:

1. Plug in the battery charger to a wall outlet and ALEX, then power on your simulator.

2. Open your wifi network settings and connect your laptop (or device) to ALEX’s wifi network.

3. Open Google Chrome or Firefox and visit the setup.pcs.ai website and follow the onscreen instructions.

Visit help.pcs.ai for more detailed instructions and further assistance.
1 UNPACK ALEX

... and the accessories: the simulator’s external power supply, power cord, the included wifi tablet and its USB charger (as illustrated on previous page).

2 TURN ON

... the tablet by pressing the power button for a few seconds. You may want to connect the USB charger of the tablet to start charging its battery.

3 USE THE TABLET

... to begin the setup process. Tap the Firefox icon to start. The displayed pages will guide you through connecting ALEX to the internet and activating your simulator.
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